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ABSTRACT

The resonant Raman intensity of the radial breathing mode is calculated for 50 narrow semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes within
a symmetry-adapted nonorthogonal tight-binding model. The matrix elements of the momentum and the deformation potential in the quantum-
mechanical formula for the intensity are calculated explicitly. The results for the resonance Raman profiles can be used directly in the
determination of the diameter distribution of the nanotubes in a sample. Three Raman spectra are simulated and compared to existing experimental
data.

Carbon nanotubes have attracted much attention of experi-
mentalists and theorists due to their unusual vibrational,
electronic, and optical properties.1 Nanotubes can consist of
a single graphitic layer (single-walled nanotubes, SWNTs)
or can have a number of coaxial layers (multiwalled
nanotubes, MWNTs). Nanotubes are observed either as
isolated or in bundles of many tubes. The technological
application of the nanotubes depends crucially on the precise
characterization of the synthesized samples. Raman spec-
troscopy has proven to be a valuable tool for this purpose.
Among the various features in the Raman spectra of
nanotubes, the high-intensity band, originating from the radial
breathing mode (RBM) of the nanotubes, is most often used
for sample characterization.

One of the remarkable peculiarities of the Raman scattering
from nanotubes is that it is observed mainly under resonant
conditions, i.e., when the laser photon energy is close to an
optical transition energy of a nanotube. Large-scale calcula-
tions of the transition energies were carried out within a
π-band tight-binding model2 and an all-valence nonorthogo-
nal tight-binding model.3 These models do not consider self-
energy and exciton effects that can lead to significant
corrections to the transition energies.4 So far, there are no
systematic calculations including both effects. Recently,
extensive spectrofluorimetric data from HiPco samples5 of
dispersed nanotubes allowed the derivation of empirical
expressions for the transition energies of narrow semicon-

ducting tubes.5,6 Similar expressions were obtained by
processing optical absorption data on HiPco samples.7

The successful assignment of the features in the Raman
spectra requires not only the knowledge of the transition
energies but also needs the dependence of the Raman
intensity on the laser photon energy in the vicinity of the
transition energies (so-called resonance Raman profile, RRP).
Most of the quantum-mechanical simulations of the RRP use
theπ-band tight-binding band structure of the nanotubes and
tube-independent constant matrix elements of the momentum
and the deformation potential.8-10 In more sophisticated
schemes, the matrix elements of the momentum were
calculated within aπ-band tight-binding model and the
deformation potential was assumed to be equal to the first
derivative of the transition energy with respect to the
nanotube radius.11,12 On the experimental side, recently it
has become possible to obtain well-resolved low-frequency
Raman data from HiPco samples.13,14 The Raman spectra
were assigned using the measured transition energies of ref
5 and an empirical formula for the diameter dependence of
the frequency of the RBM.5 Although the transition energies
and the RBM frequency can be predicted fairly well using
empirical expressions, no empirical expressions or large-scale
theoretical results exist for the RRP, which makes the
determination of the diameter distribution in the nanotube
samples using Raman data a challenging task.

Here we present the results of the calculations of the RRP
in the RBM frequency range for 50 narrow semiconducting
SWNTs. The band structure, the matrix elements of the* Corresponding author. E-mail: valentin.popov@fundp.ac.be.
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momentum, and the deformation potential, necessary for the
calculation of the Raman intensity,15 are derived within a
symmetry-adapted nonorthogonal tight-binding (SA-NTB)
model.3 The calculated RRP of the studied tubes is ap-
proximated with a few-parameter function. The parameters
of this function are tabulated and can be used for simulation
of the Raman spectra of nanotube samples and for the
determination of the diameter distribution of the nanotubes
in the samples.

The SA-NTB has already been implemented in the
calculation of the band structure and dielectric function of
narrow nanotubes.3 The symmetry-adapted scheme of the
model allows one to use a two-atom unit cell instead of the
translational unit cell of the nanotube, which can contain
thousands of atoms, and to handle practically all experimen-
tally observed nanotubes. In this scheme, the band structure
of the nanotube is obtained by solving the matrix eigenvalue
equation

HereHklrr ′ andSklrr ′ are the matrix elements of the Hamil-
tonian and the overlap matrix elements, respectively,Ekl is
the one-electron energy, andcklr′ are the coefficients in the
expansion of the one-electron wave function as a linear
combination of the atomic orbitals of the two-atom unit cell.
The one-dimensional wavevectork and the integer quantum
number l are consequence of the translational and the
rotational symmetries of the nanotubes (-π < k < π, l ) 0,
1, ..., Nc - 1, Nc is the number of carbon pairs in the
translational unit cell). The indexr labels the 2n atomic
orbitals of the two-atom unit cell (n ) 1 for theπ-band tight-
binding model andn ) 4 for the all-valence tight-binding
model using 2s, 2px, 2py, and 2pz orbitals for carbon). From
eq 1, one finds the one-electron energiesEklm and the
expansion coefficientscklmr′, m ) 1, 2, ..., 2n. For eachk,
this equation has to be solved for all values ofl, i.e., Nc

times. Therefore, the computational time for solving the
eigenvalue problem for eachk using standard diagonalization
techniques scales as (2n)3Nc in the symmetry-adapted scheme
and as (2nNc)3 in any nonsymmetry-adapted scheme. The
advantage of the former is obvious and it makes possible
large-scale calculations of the Raman intensity of nanotubes
where a sampling of a large number of wavevectors is
required for the numerical integration over the one-
dimensional Brillouin zone of the nanotube.

The quantum-mechanical description of the Raman-
scattering process can be done considering the system of
electrons, photons, and phonons, and their interactions.15 The
most resonant Stokes process includes (a) absorption of a
photon (frequencyωL, polarization vectorεL) with excitation
of the electronic subsystem from the ground state with
creation of an electron-hole pair, (b) scattering of the
electron (hole) by a phonon (frequencyωph, polarization
vectore), and (c) annihilation of the electron-hole pair with
emission of a photon (frequencyωS, polarization vectorεS)
and return of the electronic subsystem to the ground state.

The Raman intensity for the Stokes process is given by

where A ≡ C(ωS/ωL)2(nph + 1), C is a tube-independent
constant, andnph is the phonon thermal factor. The indices
R, â, and γ run over the components ofε and e, and the
index i runs over the atoms of the two-atom unit cell. The
Raman tensorRRâ

iγ is defined by the expression

Hereωcv ) Ecv/p, Ecv is the vertical separation between two
states in a valence band (v) klm) and a conduction band (c
) kl′m′), andγcv is the excited-state width. (pR)cv is the matrix
element of theR component of the momentum,ωcv

iγ is the
first derivative ofωcv with respect to theγ coordinate of the
ith atom, andN is the number of translational unit cells in
the tube.

Here we restrict ourselves to light scattering configuration
with parallel polarizations of the incident and scattered light
(VV configuration). There are two particular cases ofVV
configurations: parallel and perpendicular ones with light
polarization along and perpendicular to the tube axis,
respectively. The electronic response for perpendicularVV
configuration is strongly suppressed and the resulting Raman
intensity is negligible. Consequently, the Raman intensity
is determined from the component of the electric vector along
the tube and is therefore proportional to (cosæ)4 whereæ is
the angle between the light polarization and the tube axis.16

Most often the nanotube samples consist of many tubes with
random orientations and, therefore, the calculated Raman
intensity should be averaged over all tube orientations. The
averaging results in a constant factor multiplying the intensity
for parallelVV configuration that can be combined with the
existing constantC in eq 2. Consequently, the simulated
Raman spectra for parallelVV configuration will be equally
valid for samples with random tube orientations. These
observations allow reducing the calculations forVV con-
figurations to the case of light polarization along the tube
axis when only electronic transitionsklm f klm′ are dipole-
allowed. Additionally, because the atomic displacements of
the RBM are radial,∑iγeiγωcv

iγ is proportional to the deriva-
tive of ωcv with respect to the tube radius.

First, we present the calculated RRP of the RBM for the
relaxed structure of all 50 semiconducting nanotubes in the
diameter range 0.56 nm< d < 1.3 nm and laser photon
energies in the range 1.25 eV< pωL < 1.80 eV. In these
diameter and energy ranges fall mainly first and second
transition energies,Eii (ii ) 11, 22), of semiconducting tubes.
The excited-state width was taken to beγcv ) 0.06 eV which
is consistent with recent experimental data.12,14The summa-
tion over the Brillouin zone in eq 3 was performed using
5000/xNc points that are sufficient to ensure convergence
of the sum. The NTB transition energies were shown to

∑
r

(Hklrr ′ - EklSklrr ′)cklr′ ) 0 (1)

I(ωL,ωph) ) A|∑
Râ

εR
S
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L∑
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eiγRRâ
iγ |2 (2)

RRâ
iγ )

1

N
∑
cV

(pR)cvωcv
iγ(pâ)cv

(ωL - ωcv - iγcv)(ωL - ωcv - ωph - iγcv)
(3)
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underestimate the experimental data by 0.3 eV because the
model does not include self-energy and exciton effects.3 On
the other hand, an accuracy of a few meV is necessary for
meaningful comparison with experiment, which makes the
empirical relations of ref 6 preferable. For these reasons, we
upshifted the calculated RRPs by the difference of the
transition energiesEii given by the empirical relations and
the NTB ones. Similarly, we estimated the RBM frequency
ωph from the empirical formula6 ωph ) 223.5/d + 12.5 (ωph

is in cm-1 andd is in nm), rather than calculating it within
the NTB model. The obtained RRPs of the studied tubes
(per unit tube length) are shown in Figure 1. They consist
of symmetric bell-like structures, each of which is formed
from two broadened resonances atEii andEii + pωph.

For practical reasons, it is convenient to approximate the
calculated RRPs with a few-parameter function. For the
studied tubes, the two structures of the RRPs, arising from
the optical transitions with energiesE11 and E22 are well
separated and nonoverlapping. This fact allows approximat-
ing the two structures of each profile independently. The
most suitable function can be obtained from an approximate
estimation of the Raman tensor, namely, the numerator in
eq 3 is assumed to bek-independent and the integration is
performed analytically over the Brillouin zone of the tube.12

The approximating function can be finally cast in the form

where Iii are parameters. If the transition energiesEii and
ωph are estimated from the mentioned empirical relations,Iii

are taken equal toI(ωii + ωph/2, ωph)/A calculated from eq
2, andγcv is the same as above, the approximating function
gives an excellent reproduction of the calculated RRP (see

Figure 2). This result justifies the assumption fork-
independent (but tube-dependent) numerator in the Raman
tensor calculations.12 For individual SWNTs, the intrinsic
broadeningγcv may be much smaller than the value used
here to fit the data of ref 14 (see, e.g., ref 17). The RRP for
other values ofγcv is given by eq 4 with the sameIii and
denominator but with numerator containing the new value
of γcv. The parametersIii are tabulated together withEii and
ωph in Table 1. TheI values do not show a clear diameter
and chirality dependence, but the general trend is that tubes
with smaller chiral angle and smaller diameter exhibit higher
RRPs. It has to be noted that these parameters have large
variations for tubes with close diameters. This fact explains
why some tubes were not observed (e.g., (6,4), (9,5), (10,6),
(12,5), and (10,8)) and why tube (8,7) had very low intensity.
Apart from this, some close-to-zigzag tube types were not
observed experimentally, possibly because armchair chirali-
ties are energetically more favorable in the HiPco growth
process.5

Second, we used the obtained RRPs to calculate the
resonant Raman spectra of nanotube samples with certain
diameter distributions of the tubes and for given laser photon
energies. Normally, only the diameter range of the tubes in
the sample is determined experimentally and the type of the
diameter distribution (Gaussian, monomodal, bimodal, etc.)
is unknown. Here, we considered a sample consisting of the
aforementioned 50 semiconducting tubes and assumed a
monomodal Gaussian distributiong(d) ) (1/σx2π) exp(-
(d - d0)2/(2σ2)) with a mean diameterd0 ) 0.93 nm andσ
) 0.1 nm (see ref 14). We calculated the Raman spectra of
the sample for three laser photon energies using the formula

where the summation is over the tube types. The last factor
in eq 4 describes the broadening of the RBM line due to the
finite phonon lifetime; the line widthγph was chosen to be

Figure 1. Calculated resonance Raman profiles of the RBM for
all 50 semiconducting nanotubes in the diameter range 0.56 nm<
d < 1.3 nm for the photon energy range 1.25 eV< pωL < 1.80
eV.

Iii(ωL,ωph) )

AIii|

1
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Figure 2. Calculated resonance Raman profile of the RBM of
nanotube (11,3) in the vicinity ofE22 (solid circles) in comparison
with the approximated one given by eq 4 (solid line).

Itot(ωL,ω) ) ∑ g(d)I (ωL,ωph)
1

(ω - ωph)
2 + γph
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3 cm-1. As seen in Figure 3, the simulated spectra are in
overall agreement with the experimental spectra of ref 14.
The differences are mainly in (a) the more intense peak at
about 265 cm-1 for pωL ) 1.71 eV and (b) the appearance
of a structure between 190 and 280 cm-1 for pωL ) 1.35
eV that is not present in the experimental spectrum. The
origin of the former difference can be found in the possible
preferred growth of tubes with close-to-armchair chirality
in the HiPco process and the complete absence of zigzag
tubes.5 We recalculated the spectra using the smaller set of
22 tubes tabulated in ref 14 and found that the obtained
spectra correspond better to the measured ones than those
calculated for 50 tubes (see Figure 3). Moreover, the
experimental spectra suggest that there can be a bimodal
diameter distribution including an additional distribution
centered atd ≈ 0.75 nm. The consideration of the latter
diameter distribution will give much higher Raman peaks
for tubes (8,3) and (9,1), in agreement with experiment. We
also recalculated the spectra with 22 tubes, taking a tube-
independent numerator in eq 3. The obtained spectra, shown
in Figure 3, differ considerably from the NTB results and
the experimental data of ref 14, especially, forpωL ) 1.71
eV. Therefore, the former approximation, which is often used
but was never checked so far, can lead to erroneous
intensities. Finally, because the calculated and the ap-
proximated RRP (eq 4) practically coincide, the latter can
be used in eq 5 to simulate any Raman spectrum very easily
from the data given in Table 1. Moreover, eq 5 with the
approximated RRPs can be fitted to experimental Raman
spectra measured at different photon energies in order to
determine the actual diameter distributions of the tubes in
the sample.

In conclusion, we have calculated the resonance Raman
profiles of 50 narrow semiconducting tubes within a non-

Figure 3. Calculated Raman spectra in the RBM frequency range
for three photon energies for a nanotube sample with a monomodal
Gaussian diameter distribution with a mean diameterd0 ) 0.93
nm andσ ) 0.1 nm. The spectra for 50 tubes (22 tubes) are drawn
with solid lines (dashed lines). The spectra for tube-independent
numerator in eq 3 are shown with dotted lines. The experimental
data of ref 14 are given by solid circles. The spectra for
tube-independent numerator and the experimental ones are normal-
ized to have the same intensity of the highest peaks as the spectra
resulting from the full calculation for 22 tubes.

Table 1. ParametersIii (in arb. units) Together with Corresponding Optical Transition EnergiesEii and RBM Frequenciesωph for All
50 Nanotubes in the Diameter Range 0.56 nm< d < 1.3 nma

tube
(n,m)

d
(nm)

θ
(rad)

E11
(eV)

E22
(eV)

ωph
(cm-1) I11 I22

tube
(n,m)

d
(nm)

θ
(rad)

E11
(eV)

E22
(eV)

ωph
(cm-1) I11 I22

(5,3) 0.556 0.380 1.721 2.374 414.7 81.58 5957 (11,3) 1.014 0.205 1.030 1.564 233.0 877.8 3863
(7,0) 0.556 0.000 1.289 3.139 414.7 3888 37120 (8,7)* 1.032 0.485 0.981 1.702 229.1 122.8 150.5
(6,2) 0.573 0.243 1.387 2.963 402.9 2941 484.0 (13,0) 1.032 0.000 0.896 1.831 229.1 1963 2024
(5,4)* 0.620 0.460 1.485 2.566 373.0 658.3 784.1 (12,2) 1.041 0.133 0.900 1.807 227.2 1718 1523
(8,0) 0.635 0.000 1.598 1.878 364.4 2622 10130 (10,5)* 1.050 0.334 0.993 1.574 225.3 282.6 2147
(7,2) 0.650 0.213 1.546 1.981 356.4 1250 7924 (11,4)* 1.068 0.260 0.905 1.740 221.8 1078 610.9
(8,1) 0.678 0.102 1.191 2.632 342.0 3223 2191 (9,7)* 1.103 0.452 0.938 1.563 215.1 11.93 764.8
(6,4)* 0.692 0.409 1.420 2.146 335.4 35.37 3415 (10,6) 1.111 0.380 0.900 1.644 213.6 443.4 50.77
(7,3)* 0.706 0.297 1.250 2.457 329.2 1899 185.9 (14,0) 1.111 0.000 0.957 1.443 213.6 1274 4159
(6,5)* 0.757 0.471 1.270 2.190 307.6 355.5 467.1 (13,2)* 1.120 0.123 0.949 1.446 212.1 1032 3743
(9,1)* 0.757 0.091 1.359 1.794 307.6 1890 7907 (12,4)* 1.145 0.243 0.924 1.450 207.7 595.5 2637
(8,3)* 0.782 0.267 1.303 1.863 298.3 736.8 5223 (14,1) 1.153 0.060 0.826 1.657 206.3 1548 1694
(10,0) 0.794 0.000 1.073 2.307 294.0 2884 2543 (9,8)* 1.170 0.490 0.879 1.533 203.6 74.16 92.15
(9,2) 0.806 0.172 1.090 2.251 289.9 2426 1402 (13,3)* 1.170 0.177 0.828 1.624 203.6 1222 1105
(7,5) 0.829 0.428 1.211 1.921 282.1 24.08 2067 (11,6)* 1.186 0.355 0.887 1.446 201.0 190.6 1408
(8,4) 0.840 0.334 1.116 2.105 278.5 1208 116.8 (12,5) 1.201 0.290 0.827 1.563 198.5 734.0 407.8
(11,0) 0.873 0.000 1.196 1.665 268.4 1776 6648 (15,1) 1.232 0.056 0.869 1.347 193.8 1058 3294
(10,2)* 0.884 0.156 1.177 1.683 265.3 1294 5677 (10,8) 1.240 0.460 0.844 1.426 192.7 9.290 487.9
(7,6) 0.895 0.479 1.107 1.914 262.3 210.8 255.9 (11,7)* 1.248 0.396 0.818 1.484 191.6 286.6 36.25
(9,4)* 0.916 0.305 1.127 1.716 256.6 435.8 3377 (14,3) 1.248 0.166 0.857 1.347 191.6 797.4 2727
(11,1) 0.916 0.075 0.980 2.032 256.6 2359 2093 (16,0) 1.270 0.000 0.764 1.521 188.5 1300 1597
(10,3) 0.936 0.222 0.993 1.963 251.3 1658 924.3 (13,5) 1.278 0.272 0.834 1.344 187.4 413.4 1837
(8,6)* 0.966 0.441 1.057 1.727 243.9 15.88 1233 (15,2)* 1.278 0.108 0.764 1.508 187.4 1179 1359
(9,5) 0.976 0.360 0.999 1.845 241.6 717.7 74.44 (14,4)* 1.300 0.213 0.764 1.472 184.4 856.9 813.1
(12,1)* 0.995 0.069 1.060 1.552 237.2 1381 5054 (10,9) 1.307 0.493 0.797 1.395 183.5 46.61 59.01

a The quantitiesd andθ are the tube diameter and chiral angle, respectively. The 22 tubes tabulated in ref 14 are denoted by asterisks.
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orthogonal tight-binding model. The used symmetry-adapted
scheme in this model allows handling practically all experi-
mentally observed nanotubes. The proposed approximation
of the derived RRP with a few-parameter function can be
used for direct and fast sample characterization using Raman
scattering data.
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